This paper examines the suitability and potential of reducing the acquisition requirements of a novel radiation mapper through the application of the non-linear deconvolution technique, CLEAN. The radiation mapper generates a threshold image of the target scene, at a user defined distance, using a single pixel detector manually scanned across the scene . This paper provides a discussion of the factors involved and merits of incorporating CLEAN into the system. In this paper we describe the modifications to the system for the generation of an intensity map and the relationship between resolution and acquisition time for a target scene. The factors influencing image fidelity for a scene are identified and discussed with the impact on fill-factor of the intensity image, which in turn determines the ability of the operator to accurately identify features of the radiation source within a target scene. The CLEAN algorithm and its variants have been extensively developed by the radio astronomy community to improve the image fidelity of data collected by sparse interferometric arrays. However, the algorithm has demonstrated surprising adaptability including terrestrial imagery, as detailed in Taylor et al. SPIE 9078-19 and Bose et al., IEEE 2002. CLEAN can be applied directly to raw data via a bespoke algorithm. However, this investigation is a proof-of-concept and thus requires a well tested verification method. We have opted to use the public ally available implementation of CLEAN found in the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) package. The use of CASA for this purpose dictates the use of simulated input data and radio astronomy standard parameters. Finally, this paper presents the results of applying CLEAN to our simulated target scene, with a discussion of the potential merits a bespoke implementation would yield.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the continued development of a manually scanned single pixel mm-wave imager. The improvements detailed in the paper relate to measurement speed, spatial resolution and the effects of post processing with a non-linear deconvolution CLEAN algorithm. Post-processing with CLEAN is investigated as a possible means of reducing the measurement requirements.
Numerous applications exist requiring the measurement and visualisation of radiation sources outside the visible spectrum, including laboratory based experiments requiring the alignment of multiple mm-wave devices and spatial radiation measurements for antenna characterisation. Currently operating in the frequency band centred around 94GHz the prototype described in this paper was developed as a proof of concept to satisfy the needs of the research team for a tool to measure and assist in the development of concealed threat detection systems 1 , 2 . However, unlike existing passive imaging systems which are typically very expensive, bulky and contain complex and possibly moving optics 3 -5 the prototype tool was designed to be lightweight, low cost, intuitively operated and operate with a range of interchangeable sensing elements 1 , 2 . Radiation measurements and intensity mapping are displayed in real time for a 3D space at high frame rates. At this stage the system is incapable of producing imagery in real time useful for concealed threat detection, however it does offer a previously unavailable diagnostic capability for complex imaging systems. This system enables accurate and repeatable radiation intensity measurements with minimal effort of radiation sources where it is impractical to move or test them under laboratory conditions.
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This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the hardware and software elements of the system, Section 3 describes the method and theory of operation for the system, Section 4 introduces interferometric imaging and the CLEAN algorithm, Section 5 discusses the results and system implications of applying CLEAN during post processing, and Section 6 summaries and concludes the paper.
THE SYSTEM
The system consists of three parts, the Primary Unit (PU) for measurement of and initial signal processing of radiation data, a high speed infrared (IR) wireless camera, and a computer with a Bluetooth module to store, process and present the data. Communications between the individual elements of the system is via Bluetooth.
The PU was designed to: interface with different front ends to enable the system to work at different frequency bands, to condition the detected signal for acquisition by a microcontroller, and apply basic digital signal processing before transmission to the computer. Two highly directional IR Light Emitting Diodes (LED) act as beacons to indicate the position of the PU. All of these tasks are performed continuously in real-time. The prototype uses a Monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) RF front end with embedded amplifier sensitive to radiation in the 75 -110GH band.
The self-contained wireless IR camera is an unmodified Wii Remote Controller, developed by Nintendo as a low-cost games controller for the Wii console 6 . The Wii Remote contains embedded hardware and signal processing for the identification and acquisition of up to four IR sources, greatly simplifying the task of tracking the PU's IR beacons. Information about the number and position of IR sources is continuously sent to the Computer. The on-board IR Camera has a resolution of 1024x768. The use of the Camera is fundamental to this system enabling accurate and repeatable measurements to be made by manually scanning the PU for distance and position in the Field Of View (FOV) of the Camera.
The Computer is a typical specification workstation running a custom C# application on the Microsoft Windows 7 operating system. The only other hardware required is Bluetooth adaptor. The application matches incoming data from the PU and Camera, and populates an updateable point cloud with the processed data. The point cloud data is visualised in real time during data collection to provide feedback to the operator. The application can be configured to obtain intensity data in a user defined plane with respect to the radiation source suitable for processing and evaluation of the CLEAN algorithm. More detailed information about the hardware and software can be found in reference 2 .
METHOD AND THEORY OF OPERATION
The system components and setup are shown in Figure 1 . The PU is held in the hand, pointed at the radiation source to be measured and moved within the FOV of the Camera. The system will measure radiation values when the Camera is either unused or the PU is out of the FOV or alignment with the camera, however these values are normally discarded as a spatial position cannot be allocated to the measurement. For accurate spatial calculations the camera was calibrated with the PU. The calibration process determines the relationship between what appears on the image and the real-world position of the object. According to the rule of similar triangles the distance to the PU is calculated as illustrated in Figure 2 and Equation 1: 
where D is a known dimension, Z is a known distance from the camera and a is a fixed angle -the FOV of the Camera. Therefore as the PU is moved away from the Camera, the PU appears smaller with the distance between the two beacons reducing as a function of distance to maintain the ratio. The application software uses an open-source library to interpret the output of the Camera 7 .
Tracking and localisation of the PU is achieved by processing the absolute and relative positions of the IR beacons as seen by the Camera. The use of two highly directional IR emitters on the sides of the PU mitigates the problem of misalignment of the PU within the FOV of the camera and the generation of a phantom depth. This also ensures the detector is pointing at the radiation source for an accurate measurement. To enable the investigation of CLEAN the application software was rewritten to fully utilise the capabilities of the Camera. To work effectively CLEAN requires an image of size greater that possible with the Mk1 software. However by increasing the resolution the time required to capture an image for the same fill factor of pixels increases and hence the need to multithread the application to operate at a maximum speed offsetting the increase in pixels. However, the time required to measure the radiation intensity in a plane is not a quick process to achieve a high fill factor.
System improvements
INTERFEROMETRIC IMAGING
Interferometers have been developed by the radio astronomy community to facilitate high-resolution observations of far field target scenes through the use of a sparsely populated set of antenna elements. The detected signals from the collection of antennas are correlated in a pair-wise fashion, and each of these correlations measures a specific unmeasured Fourier components, the finite extent of the array, as well as the introduction of system noise and other imaging artefacts, the reproduced image is an imperfect representation of the target scene. In radio astronomy terminology, this image is known as the dirty map. In effect, the dirty map is the perfect image of the target scene convolved with the Point Spread Function (PSF) of the antenna array (which contains significant sidelobes -the image plane portrayal of imperfect Fourier plane sampling). 8 The above indirect imaging method can be supplemented by various techniques to improve image fidelity. One such method developed by the radio astronomy community is the non-linear deconvolution technique known as CLEAN. This method operates on the data set after it has been transformed into the image plane (i.e. the dirty map), using estimations based on a priori knowledge of the target scene to readdress imperfections caused by the unmeasured regions of the Fourier plane. These assumptions include the entire image having positive intensity due to the emission of radiation and that the target scene being comprised of a distribution of uncorrelated point sources 9 .
Non-linear deconvolution
CLEAN operates in an iterative loop, using the point of maximum correlation between the dirty map and PSF to determine the maximum peak in the data set. A user-defined percentage of the PSF is subtracted from the dirty map at this location to leave a residual image. A delta function is generated in a separate image with the same magnitude and location of the subtraction and is called a CLEAN component. This image plane delta function implicitly predicts a uniform distribution of data across the entire Fourier plane (as the Fourier transform of an image plane delta function is a constant throughout the Fourier plane). The residual image is fed back into the iterative process to replace the dirty map and is repeated until a stopping criteria is reached. From this, a set of CLEAN components are built up that describe the 'point sources' that the algorithm has detected and combine to produce a more realistic interpolation into the unmeasured Fourier regions. Figure 3 illustrates this part of the CLEAN algorithm with a simple example. Once the iterative process is complete, the CLEAN components are convolved with the PSF to enforce a degree of short-range coherence and finally the residual is added back in to create the final CLEAN image. 8 .
Figure 3: An illustration of the iterative process to generate CLEAN components. Note the decrease in peak intensity per iteration in the residual image is commensurate to the increase in CLEAN component intensity (image modified from J. Conway)
Despite its simplicity CLEAN has repeatedly proved its effectiveness on astronomical data sets covering a range of targets, including extended, smoothly distributed sources and those with relatively low radiometric temperature ranges. From the early success of the application of this technique to terrestrial targets 8 , 10 , it was hoped that a similar improvement could be observed for application to imagery obtained by the radiation mapper. 
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